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Abstract
In recent years, assessing supply system impedance has become crucial due to the concerns on power quality
and the proliferation of distributed generators. In this paper, a novel method is shown for passive measurement
of system impedances using the gapless waveform data collected by a portable power quality monitoring
device. This method improves the overall measurement accuracy through data regrouping. Compared with
the traditional methods that use the consecutive measurement data directly, the proposed method regroups
the data to find better candidates with less flotation on the system side. Simulation studies and extensive
field tests have been conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results indicate
that the proposed method can serve as a useful tool for impedance measurement tasks performed by utility
companies.
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1. Introduction
The Thevenin equivalent impedance of the supply system is important data for both utility
companies and their customers. The data has many uses, such as calculating short-circuit cur-rents,
verifying models of power system networks, fault location and power quality improvements [1–8].
Therefore, a number of supply system impedance measurement methods have been developed.
These methods can be classified into two types: active methods and passive methods.
The active methods employ the injection of intentional disturbances to the power system.
The disturbances can be generated by connecting specific devices [9–11] or switching existing
electric components manually [12–14]. Then resulting network voltage and current responses are
used for impedance estimation. Measurement accuracy can be improved by adjusting disturbance
energy for different system conditions and locations. But these specific devices are often large,
heavy, costly and complex to use. On the other hand, switching existing components may have an
undesired impact on the system operation.
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The passive methods utilize the natural load fluctuation in power systems. Several passive
methods have been proposed in the literature. The method proposed in [15] employs real numberbased regression algorithms to estimate the system impedance. Yet, the approaches in [16–
24] focus on continuous measurement issues along with the solutions. However, if there are
background variations on the system side, these methods cannot provide satisfactory results. The
methods in [25] utilize the linear regression technique and associated data selection to improve
estimation accuracy, but it has been found that no results can be provided by these methods
in many field cases due to system variation. References [26–29] attempt to address the system
variation by assuming that the fluctuation of the load side and the system side are independent.
This assumption, however, only holds for harmonic frequencies, while this paper focuses on the
system impedance at the fundamental frequency.
In view of the above, this paper presents a practical and dependable method for impedance
estimation. In addition to the circuit theory involved, the techniques of transient removal, data
regrouping and selection of good estimates are introduced, which is developed for addressing
practical issues encountered in field cases. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the problem of system impedance measurement. Section 3 presents the
proposed method. Sections 4 and 5 evaluate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed
method using simulation and the field data. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. The problem of system impedance measurement
The problem of system impedance measurement can be understood with the help of Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1a, a portable power quality (PQ) monitoring device is placed at a location
of the distribution system. A typical location is the service entrance point of a customer or the
feeder side of the substation bus. The PQ monitoring device can collect the voltage and current
waveforms at its location. The objective here is to determine or estimate the upstream equivalent
circuit impedance seen at the monitor location, using the recorded voltage and current waveforms.
Upstream System

Souce

Protable
PQ device

(a) Sample actual system.

PQ device
Location

I

Zeq
E eq

V

Downstream
Load

(b) Equivalent circuit.

Fig. 1. Defining the problem of system impedance measurement.

The equivalent circuit of the generic system is shown in Fig. 1b. The circuit reveals two
variables in the equivalent circuit, Eeq is the equivalent voltage source and Zeq is the equivalent
source impedance. Zeq is the variable to be estimated.
Since there are two unknowns, Eeq and Zeq , in the upstream circuit, two equations are needed
to solve for Zeq . To create these two equations, we can assume that (1) the downstream loads have
some variations and (2) the upstream side is constant during this period. At instant t 1 , V1 and I1
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are measured and at instant t 2 , V2 and I2 are measured. The following equations can therefore be
established:
Eeq = Zeq I1 + V1 ,
Eeq = Zeq I2 + V2 .

(1)

Solving the equations above leads to
Zeq = −

∆V
V2 − V1
=−
.
I2 − I1
∆I

(2)

In summary, in order to estimate the equivalent network impedance, a variation or disturbance
to the voltage and current at the metering point is required. The disturbance can only be caused
by the downstream loads or equipment. The system side cannot change, i.e. Eeq and Zeq must be
constants during the measurement period.
Although the theory of system impedance estimation as explained above is straightforward,
two problems must be solved. One problem is how to determine the degree and frequency of
voltage/current variations that are adequate for impedance estimation. Note that this question can
only be answered using actual field measurement data. Different loads have different fluctuation
levels. Simulation studies do not show the levels and characteristics of voltage/current variations
actually occurring in power systems. Therefore, any research on impedance estimation that is
based only on simulated results may not be able to pass the reality test. It is essential to test any
proposed methods on field data. The other problem is how to separate the variations caused by
the upstream system from those caused by the downstream system. As explained earlier, only
downstream disturbances shall be used for impedance estimation.
3. The proposed method
To address the challenges mentioned in the previous section, an improved passive impedance
estimation method has been proposed. The proposed method is explained below.
3.1. The basic algorithm
The proposed algorithm of system impedance estimation is built on the work presented in [25].
Assuming that the system remains constant for a group of data (i.e. N samples),
Eeq = Zeq × I1 + V1






Eeq = Zeq × I2 + V2


.
..



.



 Eeq = Zeq × I N + VN

(3)

A complex number-based linear least squares regression can be performed to obtain the system
impedance. The objective function of the regression is given by
N

 X
2
min f Zeq, Eeq =
Vi + Zeq × Ii − Eeq .

(4)

i=1

The solution of (4) is
"

Zeq
Eeq

#


 −1
= XT X
XT Y ,

(5)
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 −I1 1 
 V1 




−I2 1 
 V2  .

where X = 
and
Y
=
..

 ... 

.



 −I N 1 
 VN 
This paper selects the linear regression as the basic algorithm due to following considerations.
First, the linear regression technique does not require the system side to be perfectly constant. The
least squares algorithm can reduce the impact of system variations. Second, the linear regression
technique is a simple but mature statistical algorithm. Several indices have been developed to
check the reliability of the estimates. However, using pure linear regression technique may not
yield satisfactory results. Therefore, several improvements are further proposed in the remainder
of this section to enhance the accuracy and the reliability of the impedance estimation in real
implementation.
3.2. Remove undesirable transients
All passive methods assume the system operates under the steady-state conditions. Otherwise,
(1)–(5) are not valid. This means that the transient data must be removed from the impedance
estimation. To the authors’ best knowledge, this practical issue has not been discussed nor
addressed in any literature. The typical duration of the transient events is less than 3 fundamental
cycles, as per IEEE 1159-2019 [30]. Due to the existence of system damping, the transient is
generally attenuated; that is, the values of different cycles vary with the time. If a transient
event occurs, the corresponding current phasor in the adjacent cycle will change. Therefore, this
paper proposes removing the transient data by comparing the current phasors. Discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) is applied for three consecutive cycles and the variation ratios of consecutive
two phasors are calculated as follows:
Ii+2 − Ii+1
Ii+1 − Ii
< 1% Λ
< 1% ,
Ii
Ii+1

(6)

where Ii is the first cycle’s current phasor, Ii+1 is the second cycle’s current phasor and Ii+2 is the
third cycle’s current phasor. If the variation ratios in (6) are both less than 1%, Ii+1 is considered
as a steady-state value. If not, Ii+1 is eliminated and next three consecutive cycles Ii+1 , Ii+2 , Ii+3
are considered.
It should be noted the DFT is biased by the spectral leakage for non-coherent sampling. To
solve the issue, this paper describes the use of the coherent resampling method from [31]. The
algorithm uses an extended Kalman filter for instantaneous frequency tracking and fractional
B-spline resampling for signal approximation. Coherent resampling analysis is performed before
the DFT to eliminate the effect of spectral leakage.
3.3. Data regrouping
In (3), it is assumed that both the system impedance (Zeq ) and the Thevenin equivalent voltage
(Eeq ) are constant. This is important because when one conducts linear regression calculations
between two variables, no other variables should change. However, this assumption may not hold
in practice as Eeq is likely to have small variations even within a few cycles mainly due to the
upstream load fluctuation. For example, if the measurement is taken at a substation feeder, the load
variations of all other feeders will result in the fluctuation of Eeq . It is thus practically difficult
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to find 10 or more consecutive cycles with negligible system variations. This is the main reason
why simply using the linear regression technique cannot yield reliable results in many field cases.
The system voltage Eeq generally fluctuates within a small range. Finding 10 or more consecutive cycles with equal Eeq could be challenging unless the load variation is sufficiently large.
Since the supply system impedance is unlikely to change significantly within a short time such
as one minute, it is not necessary to constrain the linear regression analysis for consecutive measurements. A data regrouping technique is proposed to find several data samples within a short
time that are most likely to have equal Eeq , as shown in Fig. 2. The steps are as follows.
1. Select one data sample k (k starts from 1) in the output unit as the target sample. The
default output unit can be selected as one minute.
2. For the rest of the samples in the output unit, filter out the phasors which do not satisfy
(7). Equation (7) is a necessary condition that there are load changes between the sample
k and the sample j. If one sample fails to satisfy (7), it means the load variation is small
when compared the fluctuation of Eeq . The remaining data samples are called companion
samples.

R = real (Zeq (k, j)) > 0


(7)
 X = imag (Zeq (k, j)) > 0 ,

where
Zeq (k, j) = −

V (k) − V ( j)
.
I (k) − I ( j)

(8)

3. The companion samples with similar Zeq ((k, j) are most likely to have equal Eeq . Therefore,
all companion samples are sorted based on the magnitude of Zeq (k, j) and the linear
regression analysis is performed for every 9 consecutive companion samples with the
target sample k.
4. Once the data regrouping is done for the target data k, select k + 1 data as the target data
and go to Step 2.
Original regression group

Eeq

Eeq
New regression group
Fig. 2. Data regrouping for the regression analysis.

3.4. Selection of good estimates
If one regression group has an approximately equal Eeq , there should be a strong linear
correlation between the measured voltage and current, and the corresponding impedance samples
can be selected as useable samples; otherwise, these samples should be discarded. The coefficient
of determination, namely R2 , is a statistical index developed to measure how strong the linear
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relationship is between the two studied variables, which is defined as
N
P

R2 = 1 −

Êeq − Ii Ẑeq − Vi

i=1

2

,

NCov(V )

(9)

where the symbols with hats mean the estimated value, Êeq , Ẑeq represent the estimated results
of the system side voltage and impedance, respectively.
The stronger the linear relationship is, the closer the value of R2 is to one, so that the more
accurate of the estimated impedance is. In practice, estimation results satisfying R2 > 0.9 are
commonly regarded as useable results. However, it should be realized that the reliability of
R2 relies on the variance of input data. In the linear regression problem y = ax + b, regression
coefficient a is determined by studying the inter-dependency between the variation of explanatory
variables x and their response to the response variable y. If the fluctuation of xis very small,
its response to y becomes ambiguous. It becomes difficult for the linear regression algorithm to
determine the correlation between x and y and R2 may give the wrong result. A simple diagram,
as shown in Fig. 3, is plotted below for a better illustration.

Fig. 3. The impact of the fluctuation of X1 on the correlation determination.

The analysis above indicates that the useable estimates with larger variance of the current,
denoted as var(I), are considered to be more reliable. Through the data regrouping technique
proposed in previous subsection, it is possible to obtain thousands of useable estimates. In this
paper, 10% of good estimates with the largest var(I) are selected as the candidate results, as shown
in Fig. 4. These candidate results are finally checked by a statistical test. If the maximum offset of
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Fig. 4. Estimated impedance convergence characteristic.
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the candidate results is within 10% of their mean value, it can be concluded that they are reliable
and their mean value can be trusted. Otherwise, the program will tell the user that there are no
reliable estimated line parameters that can be given for this output unit.
3.5. Flow chart of the final algorithm
Combining the circuit theory above and practical considerations, the proposed method is
implemented in the following steps:
Step 1. Capture three-phase voltage and current waveforms continuously with proper sampling
rate, for example, 64 samples per cycle.
Step 2. Each minute is used as a basic unit for impedance result output. If the number of outputs
after data selection in Step 3 is small for every minute, a larger basic unit can be used. For each
one-minute window, do the following:
Step 2.1. Perform coherent resampling with the method from [31].
Step 2.2. Convert each cycle of the waveforms to the frequency domain using the DFT.
Step 2.3. Remove the undesirable transients data as per (6).
Step 2.4. Convert the resulting three-phase voltage and current phasors to positive-, negative
and zero-sequence quantities.
Step 2.5. Select one data sample k (k starts from 1) as the target sample.
Step 2.6. For the rest of the samples in this output unit, filter out the phasors that do not
satisfy (7). The remaining samples are called companion samples.
Step 2.7. Sort all companion samples based on their magnitude of Zeq ((k, j) and perform
the linear regression analysis for every 9 consecutive companion samples with the target
sample k. If the impedance estimates do not satisfy R2 > 0.9, reject the result.
Step 2.8. If the calculations are not done for the 1 minute data, select the sample k + 1 as
the target point and go to Step 2.6.
Step 3. Select 10% useable estimates with the largest variance of the current in this minute as the
candidate results.
Step 4. Define the acceptable offset range (e.g. 10%). If the maximum offset of the candidate
results is beyond the defined range, go to Step 1.
Step 5. Calculate the average value of the candidate results as the final result of this minute.
Step 6. Go to Step 1.
4. Simulation verification
4.1. Performance comparison
It is obvious that all existing methods can provide accurate results when the system is ideally
stable. Thus, the focus of simulation verification is to study the impact of the system variations
on different methods. In the simulation study, the equivalent circuit model represented in Fig. 1b
is simulated to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The parameter setting is shown
in Table 1.
The simulation lasted for 20 minutes and the total of 6000 phasors were generated. The system
impedance was estimated by proposed method and typical passive methods (method based on
α− β−0 transformation [22], method based on nonlinear least squares [23], method based on VI
determinant [24], method based on data selection [25]). The results are shown in Fig. 5, and
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Table 1. Parameter setting in the simulation study.
Magnitude
Variable

Mean value

Maximum Variation

Mean value

Maximum Variation

Eeq

14.4 kV

0.1%

0 degree

0.01 degree

Zeq

3 ohms

0%

80 degree

0 degree

50 ohms

0.05%∼10% with
a 0.05% step

10 degree

0.05∼1 degree with
a 0.05-degree step

ZL

4

2

2

1

R (ohm)

R (ohm)

Phase Angle

0

0
0

5

10

15

0

20

5

10

15

20

15

20

Time (minute)

Time (minute)
6

10

X (ohm)

X (ohm)

4
5

2
0

0
0

5

10

15

0

20

5

(a) Method based on α−β−0 transformation (Zα ).

(b) Method based on nonlinear least squares.
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(c) Method based on VI determinant.

(d) Method based on data selection.
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(e) The proposed method.
Fig. 5. System impedances estimated results.
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the mean and standard deviation of R and X are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that: 1) the
method based on α− β−0 transformation has poor estimation accuracy. 2) the method based on
nonlinear least squares, and the method based on VI determinant have similar performances.
The results are close to the reference value (0.52 + 2.95j), but have large fluctuation; 3) The
method based on data selection has better accuracy, but certain variations still can be observed,
especially in the estimated resistance part. Such a result indicates that system variations have
a significant impact on impedance measurement; 4) The results obtained with the proposed
method are more accurate than those yielded by the existing methods when the system is not
ideally stable. However, for the first three minutes, no reliable results can be provided even by
using data regrouping techniques. This is because the load fluctuation is too small in the first few
minutes.
Table 2. System impedance estimated results of the proposed method.
Mean Value
Methods

Standard Deviation Value

R

X

R

X

Reference value

0.52

2.95

–

–

α−β−0 transformation

1.83

6.03

4.50

11.09

nonlinear least square

0.60

2.96

0.23

0.89

VI determinant

0.75

3.19

0.93

3.02

data selection

0.62

3.02

0.88

0.68

The proposed method

0.57

2.96

0.07

0.03

4.2. Verification of removing transients
To further illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for removing undesirable transients in different scenarios, a simulation case is built in PSCAD/EMTDC as shown in Fig. 6. For
this simulation case, two small loads are supplied by an 11 kV feeder and an 11kV-Yg/575 V-Yg
transformer. A capacitor bank is connected through breakers. The detailed parameters of components in simulation and the reference value of system impedance at the transformer’s secondary
side are listed in Table 3. The reference value is obtained by adding the internal impedance of the
source feeder and the equivalent impedance of the transformer.

Table 3. Parameters of components in simulation.
No

Name

Parameter

1

Capacitor bank

575 V 200 kVar

2

11 kV source feeder

0.2 + 2j Ω

3

Transformer

1 MVA

4

Load A

500 kW + 300 kVar

5

Load B

50 kW + 30 kVar

6

Reference value of system impedance

0.0667 + 0.1708j Ω
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Fig. 6. Diagram of the simulation system.

(1) Capacitor switching
The capacitor bank and Load B are disconnected first. After 0.5 s, the capacitor bank is
connected. Three-phase voltage and current waveforms are presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Three-phase voltage and current waveforms.

The period for which the transient event occurs is defined as i, and the variation ratio is shown
in Table 4. The result shows that the cycle i − 1, i and i + 1 should be filtered out as per (6),
that is, the transient data can be excluded. By using the proposed method, the estimated system
impedance is 0.0667 + 0.1708j Ω, which is consistent with the reference value. If the transient is
not removed, the result of the proposed method is 0.2736 + 0.1474j Ω.
Table 4. Current phasor in transient event.
Variation Ratio
Time

Current Phasor

i−1
i
i+1

Previous cycle

Latter cycle

−0.4177 − 0.4997j

0%

39.46%

−0.1878 − 0.6147j

39.46%

6.82%

−0.1441 − 0.6117j

6.82%

0%

(2) Load variation
Likewise, the capacitor bank and Load B are disconnected first. After 0.5 s, Load B is
connected. Three-phase voltage and current waveforms are presented in Fig. 8. Once we define
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the period that load B is connected as i, the variation ratio is shown in Table 5. The result shows
the cycle i − 1, i should be filtered out as per (6). By using the proposed method, the estimated
system impedance is 0.0667 + 0.1708j Ω, which is consistent with the reference value. If the
transient is not removed, the result of the proposed method is 0.0821 + 0.1562j Ω. It shows that
estimation accuracy can be greatly improved by removing transient data.

Fig. 8. Three-phase voltage and current waveforms.

Table 5. Current phasor during load variation.
Variation Ratio
Time

Current Phasor

Previous cycle

Latter cycle

i−1

−0.4177 − 0.4997j

0%

7.74%

i

−0.4531 − 0.5357j

7.74%

0.43%

i+1

−0.4550 − 0.5334j

0.43%

0.11%

i+2

−0.4558 − 0.5334j

0.11%

0%

5. Field data verification
The field measurements are presented in two categories, substation measurements and load
side measurements. The estimation results are compared with those calculated using the Power
System Simulator for Engineering (PSS/E) short-circuit program. Additionally, results obtained
from different feeders are also compared.
5.1. Substation measurements
The substation is a 14.4 kV substation mainly serving commercial loads. An NI-6020E
National Instruments 12-bit data-acquisition system with a 15.36 kHz sampling rate controlled by
a laptop computer was used for the recording. By using this data-acquisition system, we obtained
256 samples per cycle for three-phase voltages and the waveform of the current at the point of
the metering in the load-serving substations. The coherent resampling method in [31] was then
applied to address the spectral leakage issue. The three-phase waveforms of each measurement
point were transformed to the frequency domain for every cycle, and then, by using the sequence
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transformation, the positive- and negative-sequence voltages/currents were calculated. The singleline diagram of the substation and the variation of the RMS values measurement points are shown
in Fig. 9.

14.4kV

138 kV

Feeder #1

V &I

Feeder #2

V &I
138 kV

Feeder #3

V &I

(a) Single line diagram.

(b) Variations of voltage and current of Feeder One.

Fig. 9. The system situation of Feeder One.

The system impedance was first estimated by typical passive methods. The results are shown in
Fig. 10. As seen from the figures, the method based on α − β − 0 transformation, the method based
on nonlinear least squares, and the method based on VI determinant have similar performances.
The results are close to the reference value (0.12 + 0.85j), but have large variations. These
variations are caused by the change on the system side. The method based on data selection does
not provide any results, because no estimates can satisfy the data selection requirement.
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(b) Method based on nonlinear least squares.
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(a) Method based on α − β − 0 transformation (Zα ).
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(c) Method based on VI determinant.
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(d) Method based on data selection.

Fig. 10. System impedance estimated results of Feeder One.
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The system impedances were then estimated by the proposed method with a group of 10
samples and screened according to the criteria developed earlier. The output for every 10 minutes
was plotted in Fig. 11, which shows a stream of estimated impedance data. Compared with
Fig. 10d, it can be found that the positive sequence quantities are now able to provide several
reliable results owing to the data regrouping technique. On the other hand, estimation based on
negative sequence quantities leads to more estimates than that of the positive sequence.
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(a) Estimated by positive sequence.

(b) Estimated by negative sequence.

Fig. 11. The System impedance estimated results of Feeder One based on the proposed method.

The proposed algorithm was applied to all the feeders in the substation. The results are shown
in Table 6, the average values of the calculated impedances are compared with those derived from
the PSS/E model. The agreement is quite acceptable considering that the proposed method uses
for impedance estimation only naturally occurring, small disturbances.
Table 6. System impedance data of the Substation.
Feeder

Estimated by Positive Sequence

Estimated by Negative Sequence

#1

0.32 + 0.88j

0.28 + 0.95j

#2

0.20 + 0.80j

0.16 + 0.84j

#3

NA

0.25 + 0.93j

PSS/E
0.12 + 0.85j

5.2. Load side measurements
In this paper there are also collected field data from a large load. The measurement was
carried out at an oil sand site for around 45 minutes. There are certain load variations during the
measurement period mainly caused by the pumpjack operation. The waveforms of three phase
voltage and the currents were captured by a Candura Instruments PQpro power quality analyser
in the continuous measurement mode. The sampling rate is 256 samples per cycle. The variation
of the RMS values of the positive- and negative-sequence voltage/current at the oil sand site is
shown in Fig. 12.
System impedance was first estimated by typical passive methods. The results are shown in
Figs. 13a–13d. It can be seen that the method based on α − β − 0 transformation, the method
based on nonlinear least squares, and the method based on VI determinant provide lots of
impedance estimates in this case due to the large load fluctuation. However, these estimates have
large variations which are likely to be caused by the system changes. The method based on
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Fig. 12. Variation of voltage and current at the oil sand site.
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(d) Method based on data selection.
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Fig. 13. System impedance estimated results of the oil sand site.
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data selection does not provide any reliable results, because all estimates cannot satisfy the data
selection requirement.
The system impedances were then estimated by the proposed method with a group of 10
samples and screened according to the criteria developed earlier. The output for every minute
was plotted in Figs. 13e–13f, which shows a stream of estimated impedance data. Compared
with Fig. 13d, it can be found that the positive sequence quantities are able to yield one feasible
result owing to the data regrouping technique. On the other hand, estimation based on negative
sequence quantities again leads to more estimates than that of the positive sequence.
The average values of the calculated impedance parameters are presented in Table 7. Since
the PSS/E program does not have a detailed secondary distribution system model, the estimated
system impedances are validated though a comparison with harmonic impedances. It is observed
that the load current contains high 5th and 7th harmonic components. By using the method
presented in [27], the site’s average 5th harmonic impedance and 7th harmonic impedance are
estimated to be 0.012 + 0.110j and 0.015 + 0.170j, respectively. The results suggest that the
reference value of the system impedance at the fundamental frequency can be calculated as
Zs = R5th + X5th /5 = 0.012 + 0.022j or Zs = R7th + X7th /7 = 0.015 + 0.024j. This is generally in
good agreement with the estimated values.
Table 7. System impedance data of the oil sand site.

System impedance

Estimated by
negative sequence

Estimated by
positive sequence

Reference
value (5th )

Reference
value (7th )

0.011 + 0.025j

0.008 + 0.024j

0.012 + 0.022j

0.015 + 0.024j

6. Conclusions
A passive method for measuring the supply system impedances has been developed in this
paper. Verification studies have been conducted using extensive field data. The results show that
the algorithm can estimate system impedances for the majority of cases adequately. The main
findings are summarized and discussed as follows:
– The impedance estimation accuracy is improved by regrouping the measurement data,
which is intended to find samples with equal system equivalent voltage. An algorithm for
removing undesirable transient data and selecting good estimates is also introduced, leading
to a reliable impedance estimation method.
– In view of the fact that the network positive sequence impedance is generally equal to its
negative sequence i mpedance, this research has investigated the use of negative sequence
components as an additional source of data to improve the positive sequence impedance
estimation. The results are satisfactory as more reliable estimates are obtained in most field
cases. The recommendation is to rely on the negative sequence components when the load
has sufficient negative sequence currents
– The proposed method is verified by a large amount of data. Many field data used in this
paper are short-term measurements, such as 45 minutes. Even for such a relatively short
period, a number of impedance results have been obtained. This suggests that if one can
monitor a site for 24 hours or a few days, many of impedance estimates can be obtained
and more reliable results can be determined. In view of the fact that the system impedance
does not change a lot over time, we can conclude that for practical purposes the proposed
algorithm will be able to meet industrial needs.
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– Since load variations can happen at different times, the best strategy for impedance estimation is to perform long term monitoring. The recommendation monitoring period is
several days to 1 week. This is especially applicable for cases where load fluctuations are
not frequent.
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